Appendix: Websites of Interest
(Organized by Chapter)

1. What is mentoring and who is a mentor?
   I. http://managementhelp.org/guiding/mentrng/mentrng.htm
      • An informative site from the Free Management Library with multiple well-written articles describing the subject of mentoring.

2. Why mentoring is important and evidence it makes a difference
   I. http://www.business.brookes.ac.uk/research/areas/coachingandmentoring/
      • The homepage of the *International Journal of Evidence-based Coaching and Mentoring*, a biannual publication with research-based articles on mentoring.

3. What are the qualities of an outstanding surgical mentor?
   I. http://www.inparaeducators.org/mentoring/mentoring.html
      • A self-learning module from the field of education on mentoring, with a focus on qualities of good mentors.

4. How and where should surgical mentoring be performed?
   I. http://www.socraticmethod.net/
      • A comprehensive description of the Socratic method.

5. Mentoring women surgeons
   I. http://www.womensurgeons.org/
      • The homepage of the Association of Women’s Surgeons, with many resources for the female surgeon.
   II. http://bms.brown.edu/wim/momdocfamily.html
      • A site offering mentorship and support for multidisciplinary women physicians facing the challenges and rewards of combining a medical career with motherhood.
   III. http://www.mentornet.net/
      • E-mentoring network particularly but not exclusively for women in the sciences, mathematics and engineering. Relevant generic information on mentoring.
6. Mentoring International Medical Graduates
      - The homepage of the International Medical Graduate division of the American Medical Association, with guidelines and resources for the international graduate.

7. How to develop faculty mentors
   I. http://www.faculty.harvard.edu/development-and-mentoring
      - A Harvard University website dedicated to faculty development and mentoring.

8. How to choose a mentor
      - A webcast with advice on selecting a mentor, featuring Ralph Lazzaro, M.D.

9. Future directions
   I. www.sp.tamucc.edu/pulse
      - A website about “Pulse!!,” an advanced video game that simulates health care scenarios.
   II. www.ssih.org
      - The homepage of the Society for Simulation in Healthcare.
   III. www.simcen.org
      - The Uniformed Services University’s medical simulation website, detailing its publications, workshops, people, projects and hardware.
   IV. www.immersion.com/medical
      - The website of Immersion, a company active in medical simulation.
   V. www.harvardmedsim.org
      - The website of Harvard’s Medical Simulation Center.
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